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WELCOME TO THE RITUAL JOURNAL FOR WILDLY CREATIVE WOMEN!
Our modern lives are so fast-paced. Especially as creative women, we’re
moving at warp speed every single day.

Most of us are always doing something–for all the time whether it is at
home, for our creative endeavors, work, and/or business.

Obviously, this pace isn’t sustainable over the long haul. Creative women
not only crave downtime, but we also need it in order to stay in tip-top
creative shape.

So right now I want to ask you...

What would it feel like to take a pause, sloooow down, and create loving
rituals for yourself? What would it feel like to turn every “to do” or task into a
mini-celebration?

Or to infuse the daily grind with mini (or not-so-mini!) doses of fun and
glamour?

If it all sounds fabulous but you’re not quite sure where to start, welcome.
You’re in just the right place.

Before diving into the specific rituals you can create (you’ll find lots of fun
examples below) journal on the following 4 questions:

How do I want to feel when
I wake up in the mornings?

What patterns do I want to
change about my daily life?

What could I do to start
(and end) my days better?

Is there anything my inner voice has been telling me
(i.e. “You should take more baths,” or “You really shouldn’t
work 8 hours straight everyday.”)? If so, what is it saying?

Below, you’ll find a list of potential rituals you can put in place to add a little femininity and
enchantment to your daily life. (Not for anyone else, but for you.) Try one (or all) of the exercises
below as-is, or put your own unique spin on them.

1. CREATE A PERSONALIZED MORNING RITUAL.
You’ve probably heard a lot about morning rituals & routines. You might even have one right
now. But is it truly serving you–and you alone?

While there’s no right or wrong way to start your morning, it is important that you do something
just for you to set the tone & intention for your day.

Exercise:
Set up a sacred space to visit each morning before you officially kick off your day. Create a
pretty “Zen Den” or altar–even if it’s just a tiny nook in your living room, or a tiny spot on your
vanity. Turn it into “your space” with gorgeous flowers, sweet-smelling candles and crystals and
stones. (Or whatever it is that makes YOU feel decadent or glamorous!)

Visit your sacred space every morning and spend 5-10 minutes connecting with yourself. Here are
a few things you can do:

1. Connect. Imagine a bright red cord (like roots) coming from the base of your spine and
connecting you with Mother Earth below. Imagine that Mother Earth is sending
loving, grounding energy back up through that cord. Next, you can connect with the Universe or
your Higher Power in a similar way. Imagine a white or violet light coming from your crown chakra
& connecting you with the light above. Then imagine golden or white healing light flowing back
down into your body–healing and protecting you for the day ahead.

2. Meditate. Either use an app like InsightTimer or simply take 5-10 deep breaths (breathe in for
4 seconds, hold for 4 seconds and exhale for 4 seconds).

3. Pray. If meditation isn’t your jam, maybe praying is. Or, you can also...
4. Set a simple intention. How do you want to feel today? How do you want today to go? Is
there anything special going on today that could use a little extra love/intention?

5. Sip a morning beverage. You can start every morning with lemon water or a glorious cup of
tea. Either way, make sure you actually pause to enjoy it mindfully. What does it taste like? Smell
like? Feel like? And how does the mug feel like in between your hands?

(If you find you can’t make it to your altar before encountering someone else–a child, partner or
even the dog who needs let out!–you can also try any of these in bed.)

2. INFUSE A PLEASURABLE RITUAL INTO THE WORKDAY.
One of the “spaces” in our days most in need of a makeover is our workday. Instead of
just “grinding it out” at your laptop day after day, try setting up simple rituals to show
yourself some love while you serve others.

Exercise(s):
– Light a candle (or three). It sounds so simple, but little details matter. Candles
create a calming, glamorous ambiance–plus most of them smell pretty great, too

– Create a “Deep Work” ritual. You can also light a candle as a signal to “kick off” your
work day, or use a specific scent when doing different activities. (Like only using your
Eucalyptus Mint candle when you’re doing deep work.) Alternatively, you can use a
specific essential oil in your diffuser. You might include a few other steps in this ritual,
like

– Re-centering ritual. Most of us have peak times throughout the day when we’re super
productive and valleys where we need a breather. Nobody can be productive for 8 or 10
hours straight. When you feel your focus slipping, take a step away and head back to
your sacred space.

Then, choose one (or all) of these activity to soothe your soul: deep breathing, meditation
or put on your favorite song for a dance party (for the entire length of the song!)

3. CLOSE YOUR WORK DAY WITH A RITUAL.
As creative women, we can get carried away working (especially if working happens at
home–or if love what we do!). That said, it can be helpful (and healing) to create a ritual
that helps your brain shut down for the day and transition from “work” to “play” mode.

Exercise:
– Grab a beverage. Step away from the desk and grab a champagne flute. Fill it up with
your beverage of choice–it doesn’t have to be champagne, although it definitely can be!
Whatever you drink, drink it out of a champagne glass (it just feels more decadent that
way) and drink it away from your desk.

4. BEDTIME RITUALS.
What can you do each evening to not only close the day with a little self love, but also
set yourself up for a fabulous night’s sleep?

Exercise:
– Turn your skincare ritual into a full body love sesh.. Take your time when going through
your usual skincare routine. Really feel the lotion on your skin. Imagine that you’re infusing
your body with healing or gold light. Or, grab your fuzziest socks and lotion and give
yourself a full-blown pre-bedtime foot massage. (Our feet get so little love–but they’re
so essential to our lives.)

5. BATHTIME RITUAL.
Baths are a favorite pastime of many women–but in recent years the bath has gotten a
major makeover.

Exercise:
– Create your own bath ritual. Grab your bathtub caddy and fill it up with a few of your
favorite things: a book or magazine you can’t wait to devour, crystals, a beverage you
love and a few decadent snacks.

You can also add rose petals, bath bombs, essential oils and even certain crystals
(although do your research–not all crystals are water safe!) to the water.

Take it a step further by imagining the water washing away stress and anything toxicity
you picked up from the day.

OTHER RITUAL IDEAS
1. MOON RITUALS
The moon has forever been tied to femininity. Create your own cosmic ritual to celebrate
the divine feminine and add a little manifesting magic to your own dreams & goals.

New moons are great for planting seeds (writing down fresh new goals or desires), full
moons are best for nourishing yourself and feeling those seeds come to harvest.

(You can also just step outside to soak up the potent energy of the full–or any other
phase–moon.)

2. FINANCIAL RITUAL
We all have to do our banking and make sure our “books” (either personally or
professionally) are in order, but it doesn’t have to be such a bore. Turn it into a luxury
experience with a candle, your favorite new album and a drink you love.

3. CREATIVITY RITUAL.
Julia Cameron, author of “The Artist’s Way,” suggests that all creative women take
themselves out on a “creative date” once a week. This is unplugged time to dive into
anything you want–a new movie, an art exhibit, that cute new vintage boutique. You can
also have a weekly creativity ritual at home: collage, journal, color, paint, collage or
dance. Carving out this time to do something for you–not for a client, your business or
your family–is essential. Why not stick it in your calendar and make it “your thing”?
Calligraphy Tuesdays, anyone?

Slowing down and taking time for me is important.
Being a wildly creative woman I constantly feel rushed.
Taking time to myself helps me to clear my head by:

I enjoy rituals that are solely for me to enjoy.
My favorite ritual I indulge in is:

I acknowledge that I deserve more time for myself and
enjoy taking time before I go to sleep at night to:

Bedtime rituals help me sleep better.
I have a bedtime ritual which consists of__________

My bedtime ritual makes me feel:

Whenever I am in the shower I have a ritual of washing off
the day and starting afresh. This ritual consists of:

My shower ritual makes me feel:

I make the effort to spend time with the people I love
and unwind. My favorite people to unwind with are:

I acknowledge that taking time for myself is a ritual & is
important to help me reach my goals. Working myself to the
bone is detrimental to my health & I remind myself of this by:

An activity I enjoy doing to unwind is_______.
I have a created a ritual of doing this every day by:

I enjoy adding some femininity to my everyday
life by_____. This ritual makes me feel:

I enjoy adding glamour to my everyday
life by______. This ritual makes me feel:

Loving myself is important to me.
A ritual I have created that emphasizes this is:

As a wildly creative woman, I use my creativity to thrive.
I nurture my creativity every day by:

Deep breathing helps me to slow down.
A ritual I have created that helps me with this is:

I am aware that everyone’s needs are different.
What works for me may not work for someone else.
Something I absolutely need to do every day is:

There is nothing I enjoy more than seeing other
people enjoy the work I have created for them.
I embrace this feeling every day by:

Rituals are important in my life because:

Knowing that there is something I do for me, and
solely me nourishes my soul. When I don’t make the
effort to indulge in that ritual I feel _________.
When I do make the effort to indulge in that ritual I feel:

I enjoy sharing certain aspects of
my life with others such as______.
But something I enjoy keeping solely for myself is:

WRAP UP
Do you feel more inspired to add at least one of these rituals to your day? Remember that
you don’t have to (and probably shouldn’t!) try to implement these all at once. Pick the ritual
that most speaks to you and give it a go this week. Then maybe try another the next and so
on. Also: Just because something is a ritual doesn’t necessarily mean it has to happen each
and every day or week. But it should become something you do regularly. Enjoy!
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